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Abstract—In recent years, wireless location estimation has at-
tracted a significant amount of attention in different areas. Various
types of radio signals are applied for the development of location-
estimation algorithms. In this paper, the range measurements ac-
quired from the received time-based information are adopted, and
the modified least square (LS) method is utilized to process the raw
data and to finally locate the target object. Practical issues, such
as the nonline-of-sight (NLOS) errors and the geometric dilution
of precision (GDOP) effect, are of concern. The NLOS error will
cause a large nonnegative bias while measuring the propagation
delay, which will lead to an unreliable result for location esti-
mation. On the other hand, a large GDOP value corresponds to
a poor geometric topology, which will result in inferior perfor-
mance by adopting most of the existing location algorithms. The
proposed location-estimation algorithms with virtual base stations
(VBSs) will both mitigate the influence from the NLOS errors by
imposing the geometric constraints and reduce the GDOP effect
by incorporating the assisted VBSs. Two iterative schemes are
proposed, including the center-of-gravity-based VBS (VBS-CG)
and the minimal GDOP-based VBS (VBS-MG) algorithms, to
determine the required number and the locations of the assisted
VBSs. The proposed VBS algorithms are compared with other
existing location-estimation schemes via simulations. The perfor-
mance of the VBS-MG algorithm is observed to outperform the
other schemes, particularly under the environments with larger
NLOS errors and poor geometric layouts.

Index Terms—Geometric dilution of precision (GDOP), non-
line-of-sight (NLOS) errors, time of arrival (TOA), two-step least
square (LS) method, wireless location estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IRELESS positioning techniques have widely been stu-
died over the past few decades. The quality of service of

the positioning accuracy has been announced after the issuance
of the emergency 911 (E-911) subscriber safety service [1].
With the assistance of the information derived from the posi-
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tioning system, the required performance and objectives for the
mobile station (MS) can be achieved with augmented robust-
ness. In recent years, there have been increasing demands for
commercial applications to adopt location information within
their system design, such as navigation systems, location-based
billing, health care systems, and wireless sensor networks.
With emerging interests in location-based services, location-
estimation algorithms with enhanced precision have become
necessary for applications under different circumstances.

A variety of wireless location techniques have been stud-
ied and investigated [2]–[4]. The network-based location-
estimation schemes have widely been proposed and employed
in wireless communication systems. These schemes locate the
position of the MS based on the measured radio signals from
its neighborhood base stations (BSs). The representative algo-
rithms for the network-based location-estimation techniques are
the time of arrival (TOA) and the time difference of arrival
(TDOA). The TOA scheme estimates the MS’s location by
measuring the arrival time of the radio signals coming from
different wireless BSs, whereas the TDOA method measures
the time difference between the arriving radio signals. It is
recognized that the equations associated with the network-
based location-estimation schemes are inherently nonlinear.
The uncertainties induced by the measurement noises make
it more difficult to acquire the estimated MS’s position with
tolerable precision. The Taylor series expansion (TSE) [5],
the two-step least square (LS) algorithm [6], and the linear
line of position (LLOP) scheme [7] have been studied to
provide reasonable accuracy for location estimation. How-
ever, these techniques are primarily designed for location es-
timation under line-of-sight (LOS) environments. Non-LOS
(NLOS) situations, which mostly occur in urban or suburban
areas, greatly affect the precision in most location-estimation
schemes.

The measurements of the propagation time significantly
dominate the performance of these time-based location algo-
rithms. The NLOS error, which is the additional propagation
time (i.e., with a positive value), has been observed as a domi-
nating issue for time-based location estimation [8]. The fact that
NLOS error can be extended to around 600 m within the IS-95
code-division multiple-access networks has been investigated
[9]. The large bias in the range measurement will severely
diminish the accuracy of network-based location-estimation al-
gorithms. The range scaling algorithm (RSA) proposed in [10]
alleviates NLOS errors by considering the geometric layout
between the MS and its associated BSs. However, the RSA
approach requires solving an optimization problem based on
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a nonlinear objective function. The inefficiency incurred by the
RSA algorithm may not be feasible for application in practical
systems.

In this paper, the location-estimation technique along with
the assistance of virtual base stations (VBSs) is proposed to
obtain location estimation of the MS. The concept of the VBS
algorithm is to transform the geometric relationship between
the MS and its neighborhood BSs into a set of VBSs by
considering the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) [11]
effects. The proposed VBS schemes integrate the geometric
information into the conventional two-step LS algorithm for
obtaining the position of the MS. The location-estimation
problem is reformulated based on the geometric layout ex-
tended by the VBSs. Two types of VBS algorithms, i.e., the
center-of-gravity-based (VBS-CG) scheme and the minimum
GDOP-based (VBS-MG) scheme, are proposed as the
precision-enhanced schemes for location estimation. Reason-
able location estimation can be acquired within three computing
iterations, particularly under the poor GDOP and NLOS envi-
ronments. The numerical results obtained through simulations
show that the proposed VBS approach can achieve higher
estimation accuracy for the MS’s location compared with other
existing methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the related work for wireless location-
estimation techniques. The modeling of the signal measure-
ments, the GDOP metrics, and the two-step LS method are
briefly reviewed in Section III. The proposed VBS algorithms
are explained in Section IV. The performance evaluation of the
proposed schemes is conducted in Section V via simulations.
Section VI draws conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Different location-estimation schemes have been proposed
to acquire the MS’s position. Various types of information
[e.g., the signal traveling distance, the received angle of the
signal, and the receiving signal strength (RSS)] are involved
to facilitate the algorithm design for location estimation. The
primary objective in most of the location-estimation algorithms
is to obtain higher estimation accuracy with promoted com-
putational efficiency. Superresolution schemes are proposed as
in [12]–[15]. The eigendecomposition method is involved to
extract the location parameters from the covariance matrix of
the received signals. Although the superresolution methods can
be utilized to classify the various types of parameters, these
schemes are observed to suffer from computational complexity
and high sensitivity to large noises.

A beamforming system [16]–[18] is a space–time processor
that operates at the output of a sensor array. It provides spa-
tial filtering capability with an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio,
which results in reduction of the estimation errors. However, the
complexity of the beamforming system makes the associated
location-estimation techniques difficult to practically realize.
Instead of exploiting the spatial and temporal information of
the signal, the location fingerprinting techniques locate the MS
based on the RSS [19]–[21]. These techniques involve two
phases for location estimation as follows: 1) the offline phase

to build up a signal signature database for a specific service
area and 2) the online phase to compare the measured RSS
with the database. It has been noticed that both the extended
training of the RSS and a considerable size of database are
required for the location fingerprinting schemes. Ray optical
approaches [22]–[25] for location estimation aggregate the
received signals, which are reflected or diffracted by various
obstacles after launching from a transmitter. However, tremen-
dous computation of the field strength is unavoidable at the
receiver as the number of reflective or diffractive signals is
increased.

There are also different approaches exploiting linearized
methods to achieve computational efficiency while obtaining
approximate estimation of the MS’s position. The TSE method
was utilized in [5] to acquire the location estimation of the MS
from the TOA measurements. The method requires iterative
processes to obtain the location estimate from a linearized
system. The major drawback of the TSE scheme is that it
may suffer from the convergence problem due to an incorrect
initial guess of the MS’s position. The two-step LS method
was adopted to solve the location-estimation problem from
different types of measurement inputs [6], [26], [27]. It is
an approximate realization of the maximum-likelihood esti-
mator and does not require iterative processes. The two-step
LS scheme is advantageous in its computational efficiency
with adequate accuracy for location estimation. However, the
scheme is demonstrated to be feasible only to acquire the
estimated position of the MS under the LOS circumstances.
Instead of utilizing circular line of position methods (e.g., the
TSE and the two-step LS schemes), the LLOP approaches [7],
[28] are presented as a new interpretation for the cell geometry
from the TOA measurements. By transforming the circular
intersections into the corresponding independent lines, the LS
method can therefore be applied to estimate the position of
the MS.

While most of the location-estimation schemes as aforemen-
tioned did not explicitly consider the effect from the NLOS
error, there are also other researchers who have proposed [10],
[29]–[35] to either identify or mitigate the NLOS error. The
residual weighting algorithm (Rwgh) proposed in [29] exploits
the LS estimator and imposes weighting coefficients to each of
the intermediate estimates for the identification of the NLOS
error. The primary problem within the Rwgh algorithm is the
considerable computation time associated with the enlarged
permutation. By accumulating the time history of the range
measurements, decision hypotheses can be utilized and con-
structed to distinguish the NLOS error from its LOS signal. The
NLOS-contaminated signal can be corrected by calculating the
stochastic characteristics (e.g., the means and the standard de-
viations) of the signals [30], [31], whereas the Kalman filtering
technique is adopted in [32] for NLOS identification. The cor-
rected signal can be proceeded with other positioning schemes,
and therefore, better estimation can be expected. However, an
additional amount of computation time is required for these
schemes to obtain feasible decisions on the hypothesis tests.
On the other hand, the NLOS error can be reduced in the RSA
[10] and the geometric-assisted location-estimation [33], [34]
schemes without knowing the prior information of the range
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measurements. However, the iterative optimization processes
for acquiring the scaling factor can be the bottleneck of the RSA
algorithm.

It can be observed from the previous work that most location-
estimation schemes are primarily suitable for the LOS envi-
ronment, whereas others involve complicated computation to
deal with the NLOS errors. The proposed VBS algorithms,
as will be described in the remaining sections, can provide
better location estimation by considering both the NLOS errors
and the geometric relationship between the MS and its asso-
ciated BSs.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, mathematical modeling of the signal mea-
surements is formulated in Section III-A. Section III-B briefly
summarizes the concept of the GDOP metrics. The conven-
tional two-step LS method for location estimation is reviewed
in Section III-C.

A. Modeling of the Signal Measurements

To facilitate the design of the proposed VBS algorithms,
the signal model for the TOA measurements is presented in
this section. The TOA measurement t� from the �th BS is ob-
tained by

t� =
r�
c

=
1
c
(ζ� + n�) =

1
c
(ζ� + n�,m + n�,nl) (1)

where � = 1, 2, . . . , Nb. The parameter c represents the speed
of light, Nb is the total number of available BSs, and r� denotes
the measured relative distance between the MS and the �th BS.
r� is contaminated with noises n� from the TOA measurement,
which includes the measurement noise n�,m and the NLOS
error n�,nl. It is noted that the NLOS error n�,nl is a positive
value due to the longer distance traversed by the NLOS effect.
The noiseless relative distance ζ� between the MS and the �th
BS is represented as

ζ� = ‖x − x�‖ (2)

where x = (x, y) indicates the MS’s position, and x� =
(x�, y�) is the location of the �th BS.

B. GDOP Metrics

GDOP [11] is defined as the ratio between the location-
estimation error and the associated measurement error. It is
utilized as an index for observing the location precision of the
MS under different geometric locations within the network,
e.g., the cellular or the satellite network. Consider the MS’s
location under the 2-D coordinates, the GDOP value obtained
at x can be represented as

Gx =
[
trace(MT M)−1

] 1
2 (3)

where

M =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x−x1
ζ1

y−y1
ζ1· ·

x−x�

ζ�

y−y�

ζ�· ·
x−xNb

ζNb

y−yNb

ζNb

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4)

It is noted that the elements in M can be acquired from (2).
A small GDOP value corresponds to an effective positioning
geometry that allows for a relatively inaccurate measurement.
It has been shown in [11] that the minimum GDOP value
frequently occurs around the center of the network layout,
e.g., the minimum GDOP inside a K-side (K ≥ 3) regular
polygon is shown to take place at the center of the layout,
and the value is obtained as Gx = 2/

√
K. Moreover,

the GDOP value and the Cramér–Rao lower bound are
demonstrated to be identical, given a Gaussian-distributed noise
model [36].

C. Two-Step LS Method

The two-step LS scheme is utilized as the baseline formu-
lation for the proposed VBS algorithms. The concept of the
two-step LS method is to acquire an intermediate location
estimate in the first step with the definition of a new variable
β, which is mathematically related to the MS’s position (i.e.,
β = x2 + y2). At this stage, the variable β is assumed to be
uncorrelated to the MS’s position. This assumption effectively
transforms the nonlinear equations for location estimation into
a set of linear equations, which can directly be solved by the
LS method. It is also noted that the selection of β provides
a feasible first-step location estimation compared with the
random initial guess in the iterative linear LS method, e.g.,
the TSE scheme. Moreover, the elements within the associated
covariance matrix are selected based on the standard deviation
from the measurements. The variations within the correspond-
ing signal paths are therefore considered within the problem
formulation.

The second step of the method primarily considers the
relationship that the variable β is equal to x2 + y2, which
was originally assumed to be uncorrelated in the first step.
An improved location estimation can be obtained after the
adjustment from the second step. The detailed algorithm for the
two-step LS method for location estimation can be found in [6],
[26], and [27].

IV. PROPOSED LOCATION-ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS

WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF VBSS

In this section, the proposed VBS algorithms are described
in detail. The observation from the GDOP effect is addressed
in Section IV-A. Section IV-B describes the concepts and
motivations of the proposed VBS schemes, whereas the formu-
lation of the algorithm is presented in Section IV-C. The VBS
selection schemes, i.e., the VBS-CG and VBS-MG methods,
are presented in Section IV-D.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the TOA-based location estimation with VBSs.

Fig. 2. (Upper plot) GDOP contours using three TOA measurements. (Lower
plot) GDOP contours with one VBS at the center of the triangular area.

A. Observation From the GDOP Effect

As mentioned in Section III-B, the GDOP value is employed
as a metric to determine the geometric effect on the precision of
location estimation for the MS. To investigate the GDOP effect,

Fig. 3. (Upper plot) GDOP contours with one VBS outside the triangular area.
(Lower plot) GDOP contours with three VBSs outside the triangular area.

a cell layout with three TOA measurements is considered, as
shown in Fig. 1. The three BSs are assumed to be located at
coordinates (0, 0), (1000, 1000

√
3), and (2000, 0), in meters.

The locations of the MS are designed to be within the enclosed
triangular area formed by the three BSs. i.e., points BS1, BS2,
and BS3. The upper plot of Fig. 2 shows the GDOP effect for the
three TOA measurements within the triangular region. It can be
seen that there is a worse GDOP effect (i.e., with higher GDOP
values) around the areas close to the three BSs, as compared
with the other regions within the triangular area. To further
observe the GDOP effect, it is possible to provide an additional
BS with an adjustable location within the network. The lower
plot of Fig. 2 illustrates the GDOP effect with the fourth BS
located at the center of the triangle BS1BS2BS3, whereas the
upper plot of Fig. 3 shows the same thing with the fourth BS
situated outside the triangular area, i.e., at point BSv2, as shown
in Fig. 1. It can be observed from the lower plot of Fig. 2 that
the GDOP values are decreased by placing the fourth BS within
the triangular region. On the other hand, it is interesting to find
that the high GDOP value around BS1 and BS3 can be reduced
by the fourth BS situated outside the triangular area (as shown
in the upper plot of Fig. 3). Moreover, it can be seen from the
lower plot of Fig. 3 that the GDOP values around the three
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BSs can be decreased by adding another three BSs (i.e., BSv1,
BSv2, and BSv3, as shown in Fig. 1) around the corresponding
locations outside the triangular region. It is also noted that the
overall GDOP values are decreased.

From the aforementioned observation, it is found to be
beneficial to provide additional BSs (with feasible adjustment
of their locations) to improve the poor GDOP effect within
the network. However, in reality, it is not practical to ar-
bitrarily install additional BSs. As will be explained in the
next section, the mathematically formulated VBSs are applied
in the proposed VBS schemes. The positions of the VBSs
determine the associated parameters within their corresponding
geometric constraints. Without physically installing additional
BSs, the proposed schemes can mitigate the poor GDOP ef-
fect with the assistance of VBSs. The following sections will
illustrate the overview and formulation of the proposed VBS
algorithms.

B. Overview of the VBS Algorithms

Fig. 4 illustrates the schematic diagram of the proposed
VBS formulation, including the iterative processes for both
the VBS location-estimation and the VBS selection schemes.
It is noted that two VBS selection schemes (i.e., the VBS-
CG and VBS-MG) are adopted to determine the locations of
the VBSs. At the initial stage, the MS’s position is estimated
(i.e., x̂(0)) using the VBS location-estimation scheme with only
the measurement inputs from the physical BSs, i.e., using the
conventional two-step LS method based on x� and r�. The
concept of the proposed VBS algorithm is to design a mathe-
matically formulated VBS, i.e., xv,1, such that the previously
estimated MS will be situated in a better virtual layout. In
the VBS-CG selection scheme, the VBS is assigned such that
x̂(0) is located at the center of gravity of the extended virtual
layout, whereas x̂(0) will possess the minimal GDOP value
by adopting the VBS-MG selection scheme. After obtaining
the location of the VBS xv,1, a new location estimate x̂(1)

can be acquired by including xv,1 (associated with the original
measurement inputs x�) within the formulation of the VBS
location estimation. The iteration will be terminated until the
difference between two consecutive location estimates is less
than a prespecified threshold, as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore,
the final estimated MS’s position can be obtained by iteratively
selecting and adding VBSs based on either the VBS-MG or
VBS-CG schemes.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a 2-D TOA-based location estimation
is considered. The measured distances between the BSs and the
MS are denoted as r� for � = 1, 2, and 3. It is noted that the
three circles that define the TOA measurements will intersect
to a single point (i.e., the MS’s position) if the measurements
are LOS and are free of the measurement noises. The overlap
region confined within the points A, B, and C (as shown
in Fig. 1) is primarily incurred by the NLOS errors. It was
observed that the location estimation by using the conventional
two-step LS method may fall around the boundaries of the three
arcs AB, BC, and CA, i.e., either inside or outside these arcs.
Since the overlap region (i.e., constrained by the points A, B,
and C) grows as the NLOS errors are increased, the location

Fig. 4. Iterative process of the proposed VBS algorithms.

estimation of the MS acquired by the two-step LS method
will result in deficient accuracy. In other words, the location
estimate will fall around the boundaries of the enlarged arcs
AB, BC, and CA.

It has been proven in [33] that the location of the MS should
always fall inside the overlap region under the environment
with large NLOS errors, i.e., while the NLOS error is compa-
rably larger than the absolute value of the measurement noise.
Based on the aforementioned observation, the primary objective
of the proposed VBS algorithms is to confine the location
estimate within the overlap region by including the geometric
constraints into the two-step LS method. The locations of the
VBSs can be arbitrarily placed within the network, which deter-
mine the parameters in their associated geometric constraints.
The following section will illustrate the formulation of the VBS
algorithms, which corresponds to the inclusion of m VBSs
within the two-step LS method.

C. Formulation of the VBS Location-Estimation Algorithms

As illustrated in Fig. 1, three BSs associated with the three
TOA measurements are utilized for the location estimation of
the MS. The overlap region (i.e., confined by the arcs AB,
BC, and CA) is formed with the assumption that there is at
least one NLOS error that occurred from one of the three TOA
range measurements. Since the objective of the proposed VBS
algorithms is to confine the estimated MS’s position within the
region ofABC, the following definitions and a constrained cost
function are defined.

Definition 1 (Virtual Distance): The parameter γi (for i =
1, . . . ,m) is defined as the ith virtual distance between the MS’s
position and the three intersecting points A, B, and C, i.e.,

γi =

[∑
μ

αμ,i‖x − xμ‖2

] 1
2

(5)

where x is the MS’s location; xμ represents the intersecting
points around the overlap region, i.e., xμ = xa, xb, and xc

in this case, where xa = (xa, ya), xb = (xb, yb), and xc =
(xc, yc) are the corresponding coordinates of the points A, B,
and C. αμ,i’s (for μ = a, b, and c) are the BS parameters that
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are determined by the location of the VBS, which will be des-
cribed later.

It is noted that the value of γi varies as the three coordinates
xa, xb, and xc are changed. On the other hand, an expected
MS’s position xe is chosen to be located within the triangular
area ABC to fulfill the constraints from the geometric layout.
The corresponding ith expected virtual distance γe,i can be
defined in the following.

Definition 2 (Expected Virtual Distance): The ith expected
virtual distance γe,i is defined as

γe,i =

[∑
μ

αμ,i‖xe − xμ‖2

] 1
2

= γi + nγ,i (6)

where xe is the expected position of the MS, and nγ,i denotes
the error induced by the computed deviation between γe,i

and γi.
The major objective of adapting the geometric constraint

in the VBS algorithms is to minimize the cost function f =
‖γi − γe,i‖ with the constraints as in (6), i.e., to minimize the
deviation between the ith virtual distance γi and the expected
virtual distance γe,i. The selection of the expected MS’s posi-
tion xe is obtained by considering the signal variations from the
three TOA measurements. The coordinates of xe = (xe, ye) are
chosen with different weights (w1, w2, w3) w.r.t. the A, B, and
C points of the triangle, i.e.,

xe =
n∑

k=1

wkIk (7)

where n = 3 in this case. Ik denotes the intersecting points
from the TOA measurements, i.e., I1 = xa, I2 = xb, and I3 =
xc. The weighting coefficients wk are defined based on the
effects from both the standard deviations and the relative dis-
tance w.r.t. the corresponding TOA measurements, which can
be obtained as in [33].

Based on an appropriate selection of the weighting coef-
ficients, the expected MS’s position xe is obtained. The ith
expected virtual distance γe,i can therefore be computed from
(6). The proposed VBS algorithms can be formulated by solv-
ing the two-step LS problem with the additional geometric
constraints, which are determined by the locations of the VBSs.
The solution is obtained by minimizing both the errors coming
from the three TOA measurements [as in (1)] and the deviations
between the expected virtual distances and the virtual distances
[as in (6)]. By rearranging and combining (1) and (6) in the
matrix format, the following equation can be obtained:

Hz = J + ψ (8)

where z = [x y β ]T , and

H =
[
H3×3

TOA

Hm×3
γ

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−2x1 −2y1 1
−2x2 −2y2 1
−2x3 −2y3 1
−2xv,1 −2yv,1 1

· · ·
−2xv,m −2yv,m 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

J =
[
J3×1

TOA

Jm×1
γ

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r21 − κ1

r22 − κ2

r23 − κ3

γ2
e,1 − κγ,1

·
γ2

e,m − κγ,m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (10)

The corresponding coefficients are given by

β =x2 + y2 (11)

κ� =x2
� + y2

� , � = 1, 2, 3 (12)

xv,i =αa,ixa + αb,ixb + αc,ixc (13)

yv,i =αa,iya + αb,iyb + αc,iyc (14)

κγ,i =αa,i

(
x2

a + y2
a

)
+ αb,i

(
x2

b + y2
b

)
+ αc,i

(
x2

c + y2
c

)
. (15)

The expected virtual distances γe,i [as shown in (10)] serve
as the virtual measurements, as compared with those true
measurements r� for � = 1, 2, and 3. It is noticed that xv,i =
(xv,i, yv,i) represents the coordinate of the ith VBS. The selec-
tion schemes for the VBSs will be described in Section IV-C.
Since the coordinates of xa, xb, and xc are obtainable after the
three TOA measurements are acquired, the αμ,i’s within the
constraint equation (6) can be computed from (13) and (14),
associated with

∑
μ=a,b,c αμ,i = 1. It is also noted that (15)

is utilized to facilitate the formulation of the matrix J in (10).
Moreover, the noise matrix ψ in (8) can be obtained as

ψ = 2cBn + c2n2 (16)

where

B = diag{ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, γ1, . . . , γm}
n = [n1 n2 n3 nγ,1/c · · · nγ,m/c ]T .

Based on the VBS location-estimation scheme, an intermediate
estimate ẑ after the first step can be obtained as

ẑ = [ x̂i ŷi β̂ ]T = (HT Ψ−1H)−1HT Ψ−1J (17)

where (x̂i, ŷi) is denoted as the intermediate location estimation
of the MS after the first step of the algorithm. The weighting
matrix Ψ is obtained as

Ψ = E[ψψT ] = 4c2BQB. (18)

It is noted that Ψ is acquired by neglecting the second term of
(16). The matrix Q becomes

Q = diag
{
σ2

r1
, σ2

r2
, σ2

r3
, σ2

γe,1

/
c2, . . . , σ2

γe,m

/
c2
}
.

It can be observed that Q represents the covariance matrix for
both the TOA measurements and the expected virtual distances,
where σγe,i

corresponds to the standard deviation of γe,i.
Therefore, the final location estimation after the second step of
the VBS location-estimation scheme can be obtained as [26]

x̂ = [ x̂ ŷ ]T =
[
(H′T Ψ′−1H′)−1H′T Ψ′−1J′]1/2

(19)
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where

H′ =
[

1 0 1
0 1 1

]T

J′ = [ x̂2
i ŷ2

i β̂ ]T

Ψ′ = E[ψ′ψ′T ]

= 4B′cov(ẑ)B′

= 4B′(HT Ψ−1H)−1B′

B′ = diag{x̂i, ŷi, 1/2}.

D. Selection Schemes for the VBSs

As mentioned in the previous sections, there are two param-
eters that need to be acquired within the VBS formulation: the
number of VBSs and the locations of these VBSs. Iterative
selection schemes will be utilized to determine the feasible
number of VBSs to be included within the formulation, whereas
the locations of the adopted VBSs will be obtained based on
the GDOP metrics. Two VBS selection schemes are proposed,
as shown in Fig. 4, i.e., the VBS-CG and VBS-MG methods.
The VBS-CG algorithm is a simplified selection scheme that is
suitable for topologies with a regular polygon shape, whereas
the VBS-MG method will be satisfactory for the generic
cases.

1) VBS-CG: As was discussed in Section III-B, it is shown
that the GDOP value is minimum at the center of gravity
(CG) of a regular polygon [11]. Therefore, the concept of the
VBS-CG scheme is to assign the position of the VBS such
that the newly estimated MS will be located at a point with
a minimum GDOP value, i.e., at the CG of a polygon. For
instance, the location estimation of the MS under three TOA
measurements is considered, where the three BSs are located at
x1, x2, and x3. The MS is initially estimated as x̂(0) without
the inclusion of the VBS by using the conventional two-step LS
method. The first VBS xv,1 can be calculated by placing x̂(0)

as the CG of the newly formed four-sided polygon confined by
P4(x1,x2,x3,xv,1), i.e., xv,1 = 4x̂(0) − (x1 + x2 + x3). A
new estimation for the MS (i.e., x̂(1)) can be acquired using the
VBS location-estimation scheme (as described in Section IV-C)
under the geometric layout of P4(x1,x2,x3,xv,1). The itera-
tion process (as shown in Fig. 4) continues until the estimation
errors are converged, i.e., ‖x̂(i) − x̂(i−1)‖ < δth, where δth is
defined as a prespecified threshold. The following two lemmas
identify the locations of the VBSs and the condition for iteration
convergence when using the VBS-CG scheme.

Lemma 1: An Nb-shaped polygon of PNb
(x1, . . . ,xNb

) is
assumed as the cell layout for location estimation of the MS.
By adapting the VBS-CG algorithm, the location of the VBS
(xv,i) acquired at the ith iteration can be obtained as

xv,i =

{
(Nb + i)x̂(i−1)−(Nb + i− 1)x̂(i−2), i ≥ 2

(Nb + 1)x̂(0)−∑Nb

j=1 xj , i = 1
(20)

where i also indicates the total number of VBSs added during i
iterations; x̂(i−1) and x̂(i−2) are denoted as the estimated MS’s

position acquired at the (i− 1)th and (i− 2)th iterations within
the VBS-CG scheme, respectively. x̂(0) is the initial estimation
of the MS’s position obtained via the original two-step LS
method.

Proof: Based on the design concept of the VBS-CG al-
gorithm, the location of the first VBS xv,1 is obtained by
placing the initial MS’s estimation x̂(0) as the CG of the
extended geometry, i.e., the (Nb + 1)-shaped regular polygon
of PNb

(x1, . . . ,xNb
,xv,1). Thus

xv,1 = (Nb + 1)x̂(0) −
Nb∑
j=1

xj (21)

which shows the case for i = 1 in (20). For i > 1, the location
of the VBS acquired at the ith iteration can be represented as

xv,i = (Nb + i)x̂(i−1) −
Nb∑
j=1

xj −
i−1∑
k=1

xv,k (22)

where x̂(i−1) is considered as the CG of the (Nb + i)-sided
polygon P(Nb+i)(x1, . . . ,xNb

,xv,1, . . . ,xv,i). Similarly, the
location of the VBS obtained at the (i− 1)th step becomes

xv,i−1 = (Nb + i− 1)x̂(i−2) −
Nb∑
j=1

xj −
i−2∑
k=1

xv,k (23)

where x̂(i−2) is the CG of the (Nb + i− 1)-sided poly-
gon P(Nb+i−1)(x1, . . . ,xNb

,xv,1, . . . ,xv,i−1). By subtracting
(23) from (22), the position of the VBS (xv,i) at the ith iteration
can therefore be obtained for the case of i ≥ 2 in (20). This
completes the proof. �

Lemma 2: According to the VBS-CG algorithm, the location
of the VBS selected at the ith iteration is obtained as in (20). For
all infinite small numbers δ such that ‖x̂(i) − x̂(i−1)‖ < δ with
i ≥ 2, the location of the ith VBS (xv,i) will converge to the
estimated MS’s position (x̂(i−1)).

Proof: From (20), the location of the VBS acquired
at the ith iteration (for i ≥ 2) can be rewritten as xv,i =
x̂(i−1) + (Nb + i− 1)(x̂(i−1) − x̂(i−2)). Under the condition
that ‖x̂(i) − x̂(i−1)‖ < δ for all infinite small δ, the absolute
value between the ith VBS and its newly estimated MS’s
position becomes ‖xv,i − x̂(i−1)‖ = ‖(Nb + i− 1)(x̂(i−1) −
x̂(i−2))‖ < (Nb + i− 1) · δ ≈ δ. The result shows that the lo-
cation of the ith VBS will be converged to the estimated MS’s
position with the existence of an infinite small number δ. This
completes the proof. �

It is interesting to observe from Lemma 2 that the position
of the selected VBS will approach the location of the estimated
MS as the VBS selection scheme is converged. This result will
further be validated via numerical simulations in Section V.

2) VBS-MG: Since the VBS-CG algorithm is only feasible
in providing a minimal GDOP value for the estimated MS
within a regular polygon, the scheme may not be satisfactory
for nonregular shapes of cell layout formed by the MS’s neigh-
borhood BSs. A more comprehensive scheme, i.e., the VBS-
MG algorithm, is proposed in this section to further enhance
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the precision of location estimation for generic cases. The
main concept of the VBS-MG scheme is to iteratively select
a VBS (xv,i) such that the newly estimated MS (x̂(i−1)) will
be located at a position with a minimal GDOP value, partic-
ularly for nonregular shapes of cell layout. The GDOP value
evaluated at the (i− 1)th estimated MS’s position (x̂(i−1)) can
be formulated as

G
(Nb+i−1)

x̂(i−1) =
[
trace(MT M)−1

] 1
2 (24)

where the matrix M is obtained as in (25). Similar to ζ� in
(2) for � = 1, . . . , Nb, ζv,� = ‖x − xv,�‖ indicates the noiseless
relative virtual distance for � = 1, . . . , i− 1. It is noted that
the noiseless relative distances ζ� (and ζv,�) are approximately
replaced by r� (and rv,�) in (25), i.e.,

M =
[

MNb×2
TOA

M(i−1)×2
γ

]

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x̂(i−1)−x1
ζ1

ŷ(i−1)−y1
ζ1· ·

x̂(i−1)−xNb

ζNb

ŷ(i−1)−yNb

ζNb

x̂(i−1)−xv,1
ζv,1

ŷ(i−1)−yv,1
ζv,1· ·

x̂(i−1)−xv,i−1
ζv,i−1

ŷ(i−1)−yv,i−1
ζv,i−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∼=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x̂(i−1)−x1
r1

ŷ(i−1)−y1
r1· ·

x̂(i−1)−xNb

rNb

ŷ(i−1)−yNb

rNb

x̂(i−1)−xv,1
rv,1

ŷ(i−1)−yv,1
rv,1· ·

x̂(i−1)−xv,i−1
rv,i−1

ŷ(i−1)−yv,i−1
rv,i−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cos θ1 sin θ1
· ·

cos θNb
sin θNb

cos θv,1 sin θv,1

· ·
cos θv,i−1 sin θv,i−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (25)

since ζ� (and ζv,�) are considered unattainable. Moreover, the
matrix M can further be simplified based on their correspond-
ing angles, which implies that the GDOP value is independent
of the range information r� (and rv,�).

The GDOP value computed via (24) is considered under
the layout of P̃(Nb+i−1)(x1, . . . ,xNb

,xv,1, . . . ,xv,i−1), where
P̃(Nb+i−1) denotes an arbitrary shape of the (Nb + i− 1)-
sided polygon. As aforementioned, the purpose of inserting the
ith VBS (xv,i) is to make the newly estimated MS (x̂(i−1))
possess the minimum GDOP value under the extended polygon
P̃(Nb+i)(x1, . . . ,xNb

,xv,1, . . . ,xv,i). Therefore, the GDOP

value evaluated at x̂(i−1) under the extended geometry P̃(Nb+i)

will become a function of the imposed VBS’s position xv,i,

i.e., G(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (xv,i). By transforming the Cartesian coordinate

into the polar coordinate, the GDOP value G(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (xv,i) can

be represented as G
(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (rv,i, θv,i) = G
(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (θv,i) since
G

(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) is independent of rv,i. The main purpose of the VBS-

MG scheme is to obtain the parameter θv,i such that the value of

G
(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (θv,i) is minimized, i.e., to acquire the parameter θv,i

such that the first-order differentiation ofG(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (θv,i) is equal
to zero. After several steps of computation, the closed form of
θv,i for the ith VBS (xv,i) can be obtained as

θv,i = argθv,i

{
∂G

(Nb+i)

x̂(i−1) (θv,i)
∂θv,i

= 0

}

= tan−1

(
−Γ2 ±

√
Γ2

2 + 4Γ2
1

2Γ1

)
(26)

where

Γ1 =
Nb∑
k=1

cos θk sin θk +
i−1∑
k=1

cos θv,k sin θv,k (27)

Γ2 =
Nb∑
k=1

(
2 cos θ2k − 1

)
+

i−1∑
k=1

(
2 cos θ2v,k − 1

)
. (28)

To acquire the position of xv,i, the range information rv,i

is required to be determined in addition to the angle θv,i as
in (26). Since the range rv,i is observed to be independent of
the GDOP value from (24) and (25), the selection of rv,i can
be determined based on the distance derived from the VBS-
CG scheme at the same iteration. This type of selection for rv,i

will be beneficial in comparing the performance of the VBS-
CG and VBS-MG schemes. By adopting the same iterative
process of the VBS algorithm (as shown in Fig. 4), the VBS-
MG scheme will terminate its iterations until the estimation
error converges to within a prespecified threshold. In the next
section, the performance of the proposed VBS-CG and VBS-
MG schemes will be evaluated and compared via simulations.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Simulations are performed to show the effectiveness of the
proposed VBS algorithms under different network topologies
and MS’s positions. The noise models and simulation parame-
ters are illustrated in Section V-A. The performance comparison
between the proposed VBS schemes with the other existing
location-estimation methods is conducted in Section V-B.

A. Noise Models and Simulation Parameters

Different noise models [37] for the TOA measurements are
considered in the simulations. The model for the measurement
noise of the TOA signals is selected as the Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and 10 m of standard deviation. Since the NLOS
error is considered as a nonnegative value, an exponential
distribution pn�,nl

(υ) is assumed for the NLOS noise model of
the TOA measurements, i.e.,

pn�,nl
(υ) =

{
1
λ�

exp
(
− υ

λ�

)
, υ > 0

0, υ ≤ 0
(29)

where λ� = c · τ� = c · τmζ�ερ for � = 1, 2, and 3. τ� is the
root-mean-square delay spread between the �th BS and the MS;
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE LOCATION-ESTIMATION SCHEMES IN CASE 1: ESTIMATION ERROR (IN METERS)

Fig. 5. Iterative processes of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes for location
estimation in Case 1. (Lower right subplot) Zoom-in diagram around the MS’s
true position (the iteration number is indicated from 1 to 5).

τm is the median value of τ�, whose value depends on various
environments, which is set as τm = 0.3 μs. The parameter ε
is the pathloss exponent, which is assumed to be 0.5, and the
factor for shadow fading ρ is set to 1 in the simulations. The
parameters for the noise models as previously listed in this
paper primarily fulfill the environment while the MS is located
within the suburban area.

The threshold parameter δth (as shown in Fig. 4) for the VBS
selection schemes is chosen as δth = 0.1 m, which indicates
that the iterations will be terminated if the difference between
the MS’s estimated positions from two adjacent iterations is
less than 0.1 m. The simulation parameters associated with
four different cases are considered as follows to examine the
performance of the proposed VBS algorithms. Each case is
conducted with 100 runs of simulations.

Case 1) The three BSs are located at (0, 0), (1000, 1000
√

3),
and (−1000, 1000

√
3), which form an equilateral

triangle. The MS’s true position is assigned to
be located at (0, 2000

√
3/3), i.e., the CG of the

triangle.
Case 2) The three BSs are located at (0, 0), (1000, 1000

√
3),

and (−1000, 1000
√

3), which form an equilateral
triangle. The MS’s true position is assigned to be
located at (650, 1450), which is comparably closer
to the second BS at (1000, 1000

√
3).

Case 3) The three BSs are located at (0, 0), (1000, 1000
√

3),
and (−500, 1000). The MS’s true position is as-
signed to be located at (166, 910), i.e., the CG of
the triangle.

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes in
Case 1. Estimation errors versus numbers of VBSs.

Fig. 7. Iterative processes of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes for location
estimation in Case 2. (Lower right subplot) Zoom-in diagram around the MS’s
true position (the iteration number is indicated from 1 to 5).

Case 4) The three BSs are located at (0, 0), (1000, 1000
√

3),
and (−500, 1000). The MS’s true position is as-
signed to be located at (−250, 900), which is com-
parably closer to the third BS at (−500, 1000).

B. Simulation Results

The proposed VBS algorithms (including both the VBS-
CG and VBS-MG schemes) are compared with the two-step
LS method [26], the TSE [5], the LLOP [7], and the RSA
[10] algorithms via simulations. An equilateral triangle layout
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE LOCATION-ESTIMATION SCHEMES IN CASE 2: ESTIMATION ERROR (IN METERS)

with the MS located at the CG of the geometry is consid-
ered in Case 1. Table I shows the performance comparison
between the proposed VBS-MG and VBS-CG algorithms with
other existing schemes. It is noted that the estimation error of
the MS’s position is represented as Δx̂ = ‖x̂f − x‖, where
x̂f represents the final location estimate from the location-
estimation algorithms. Since the MS is located at the CG of
the equilateral triangle (i.e., with the smallest GDOP value), the
performance difference between the proposed VBS algorithms
and the conventional methods is not considered significant. The
benefit of using the VBS schemes can be observed after 80%
of position error. Due to the incorrect initial guess of the MS’s
position, the performance of the TSE method is comparably the
worst among all the other algorithms (e.g., 843.29 m at 100%
of position error). It is also noted that the nonlinear optimiza-
tion (via the iterative sequential quadratic programming algo-
rithm) involved within the RSA method requires a significant
amount of computational time to obtain the estimated MS’s
position. In the simulations, limited iterations are conducted
within the RSA scheme to preserve feasible computational
efficiency.

Fig. 5 illustrates the iterative processes of the VBS-MG and
VBS-CG schemes for location estimation in Case 1, which
includes the following: 1) the network topology of the three
BSs, i.e., the VBSs that are iteratively inserted using the VBS-
MG and VBS-CG schemes, and 2) the right subplot, i.e.,
the zoom-in diagram around the MS’s true position and the
estimated MS’s positions obtained from the VBS-MG and
VBS-CG schemes. It is noticed that the location of each VBS
is denoted as VBS-MG(�) and VBS-CG(�) for � = 1, . . . , 5,
where � indicates the number of iterations using the VBS
schemes. To decrease the GDOP value, the added VBS-MG(�)
is moved toward the center of the cell topology as � goes from 1
to 5. On the other hand, the location of the inserted VBS-CG(�)
is converged to the estimated MS’s position as � goes to 5,
which is consistent with the result obtained from Lemma 2.
It is also noticed (from the zoom-in subplot of Fig. 5) that
the MS’s location estimates acquired from both the two VBS
schemes move closer to the MS’s true position as the iterations
are increased.

Fig. 6 shows the estimation errors w.r.t. the number of added
VBSs using the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes in Case 1
(with both 67% and 90% of position errors). As expected,
the estimation errors are reduced as the numbers of VBSs
are augmented. It can also be observed that the estimation
errors quickly converge after the second VBS is inserted, which
can be resulted from the ideal cell layout in Case 1, i.e., the
equilateral triangle with the MS located at its CG. The ideal cell
topology also keeps the performance of the VBS-MG and VBS-

Fig. 8. Performance comparisons of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes in
Case 2: estimation errors versus numbers of VBSs.

Fig. 9. Iterative processes of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes for location
estimation in Case 3. (Upper left subplot) Zoom-in diagram around the MS’s
true position (the iteration number is indicated from 1 to 5).

CG schemes similar in both 67% and 90% of position errors
under the various numbers of iterations. It is also noted that the
improvement on the estimated position error of the proposed
VBS algorithm w.r.t. the two-step LS method can be obtained
by subtracting the estimation error between VBS-MG(�) and
VBS-MG(0) [or between VBS-MG(�) and VBS-MG(0)] for
� = 1, . . . , 5, i.e., the MS’s location estimation using the two-
step LS method corresponds to the cases of VBS-MG(0) and
VBS-CG(0).

In Case 2, the MS’s position is located closer to a BS
rather than at the CG of the equilateral triangle (as shown in
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TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE LOCATION-ESTIMATION SCHEMES IN CASE 3: ESTIMATION ERROR (IN METERS)

Fig. 7). Comparing with Case 1, where MS is located at the
position with the smallest GDOP value, inferior performance is
observed in this case by using most of the estimation schemes
(as shown in Table II) due to the larger GDOP value where the
MS is situated. With the assistance of VBSs, the proposed VBS
algorithms consider the geometric effect on the precision of
location estimation. Both of the VBS schemes can outperform
the other existing schemes, as illustrated in Table II, e.g., around
100 m less of the estimation error compared with the LLOP and
the RSA algorithms at 90% of position error.

It is observed in Fig. 7 that both the inserted VBS-MG(5)
and VBS-CG(5) approach the estimated MS’s position. The
performance of both the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes under
67% and 90% of position errors is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is
shown that a larger position error before adding any VBSs
is expected [around 460 m of estimation error under 90% of
position error for both VBS-MG(0) and VBS-CG(0)] due to
the poor location of the MS. Performance improvement can
be achieved after the first two VBSs are inserted, e.g., around
230 m of estimation error under 90% of position error for
VBS-MG(2). The benefit of using the VBS-MG algorithm in
comparison with the VBS-CG scheme can also be observed in
Fig. 8, e.g., around 20 m less of the estimation error (under
90% of position error), by comparing VBS-MG(5) with VBS-
CG(5). The reason can apparently be attributed to the fact that
the VBS-CG scheme (as a simplified algorithm) was originally
designed for location estimation while the MS is located closer
to the CG of the cell layout with the shape of a regular
polygon.

Case 3 shows the performance comparison of the location-
estimation schemes under a nonequilateral triangle layout with
the MS located at the CG (as shown in Fig. 9). The comparison
presented in Table III shows that the VBS-MG and VBS-
CG algorithms still outperform the other schemes for location
estimation under this cell layout, although the MS is located at
the CG of the geometry, e.g., around 15 m less of the estimation
error compared with the two-step LS method (under 70% of
position error). Again, the improper initial guess of the MS’s
position within the TSE method causes the excessive estimation
error, i.e., 951.30 m at 100% of position error. As in the zoom-
in subplot of Fig. 9, the improvement on the estimation errors
with the augmented iterations of the VBS schemes can be
acquired. The advantage of using the VBS-MG scheme com-
pared with the VBS-CG method is still observed in this case
(as shown in Fig. 10), where both schemes have converged after
two iterations.

Case 4 is designed with the cell layout as a nonequilateral
triangle and the MS situated closer to one of the BSs (as
shown in Fig. 11), which is considered to be the most generic

Fig. 10. Performance comparisons of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes in
Case 3: estimation errors versus numbers of VBSs.

Fig. 11. Iterative processes of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes for
location estimation in Case 4. (Lower left subplot) Zoom-in diagram around
the MS’s true position (the iteration number is indicated from 1 to 5).

case. It can be seen in Table IV that the VBS-MG scheme
outperforms the other algorithms under different percentages of
position error, e.g., around 60 m less, by comparing the VBS-
MG scheme with the RSA algorithm (under 70% of position
error). To reduce the comparably higher GDOP value where
the MS is located, the added VBS-MG(�) are located farther
away from the cell topology compared with that in Case 3. As
shown in Fig. 12, around 13 m less estimation error can be
acquired from VBS-MG(5) compared with VBS-CG(5) under
90% of the position error. Performance improvement can also
be achieved while comparing VBS-MG(5) and VBS-MG(0),
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE LOCATION-ESTIMATION SCHEMES IN CASE 4: ESTIMATION ERROR (IN METERS)

Fig. 12. Performance comparisons of the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes in
Case 4. Estimation errors versus numbers of VBSs.

Fig. 13. Comparison between the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes: average
GDOP values from the four cases versus numbers of VBSs.

i.e., around 120 m less estimation error, by using the VBS-MG
scheme in comparison with the two-step LS method.

Observing from the aforementioned four cases, it can be
obtained that the proposed VBS-MG scheme outperforms the
VBS-CG method, particularly while the MS is not located at
a position with a minimal GDOP value. Fig. 13 illustrates
the comparison between the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes
by considering the average GDOP values obtained from the
aforementioned four cases under different numbers of VBSs.

Fig. 14. Comparison between the VBS-MG and VBS-CG schemes. Average
required numbers of VBSs under the four cases (with δth = 0.1 m).

Fig. 15. Performance comparison for the location-estimation schemes under
the four cases (at 67% of position error).

It can be observed that the VBS-MG scheme can acquire a
lower average GDOP value in each iteration than that obtained
from the VBS-CG method. The reason can obviously be at-
tributed to the inherent design to have the minimal GDOP
value within the VBS-MG formulation. Moreover, the average
required number of VBSs within the four cases is shown in
Fig. 14 with the iteration threshold δth = 0.1 m. On average,
the VBS-CG scheme requires more VBSs compared with the
VBS-MG method to achieve the same iteration threshold value,
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i.e., around 4.83 VBSs on average are required for VBS-CG,
whereas only 4.62 VBSs are required for VBS-MG in Case 2.
However, both VBS schemes are able to reach a similar level
of estimation errors after the insertion of two to three VBSs,
as observed in Figs. 6, 8, 10, and 12. These two proposed
VBS algorithms can be converged within two to three iterations
to achieve feasible precision for location estimation. Fig. 15
illustrates the overall performance comparison between the
location-estimation schemes under the four different cases at
67% of position error. The proposed VBS algorithms can
effectively promote the precision for location estimation under
various geometric topologies that are associated with the NLOS
noises.

VI. CONCLUSION

Location-estimation algorithms with the assistance of VBSs
have been proposed in this paper. The proposed VBS schemes
enhanced the conventional two-step LS algorithm by imposing
additional information from the VBSs within its formulation.
By using the proposed VBS algorithms, the computational ef-
ficiency acquired from the two-step LS method was preserved.
Moreover, higher location-estimation accuracy for the MS was
also achieved, particularly under the NLOS environments. The
two proposed schemes, namely, VBS-CG and VBS-MG, it-
eratively select the VBSs by considering the GDOP value
associated with the geometric relationship between the MS and
the cell layout. It has been shown in the simulation results
that the proposed VBS-MG scheme provides better accuracy
for location estimation compared with other existing network-
based positioning methods.
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